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Abstract
Direct current (DC) discharges are widely used for sputtering of metals such as molybdenum or tungsten
and formation of respective thin films on various types of substrates. Sputtering rate and deposition
quality are increased by enhancing the discharge employing a static magnetic field such as within planar
magnetrons. As a drawback and consequence of the distribution of the magnetic field target erosion
becomes significantly non-uniform and overall target utilization is usually low.
Within the present work an implementation of a numerical model allowing to predict target erosion by
means of resolving the distribution of ionization collisions and ion bombardment is shown. The model
taken from literature is formulated in spirit of discrete models portraying the trajectories of energetic
electrons in the discharge using a Monte Carlo approach. Using cross-sections formulated in terms of
kinetic energy, collisions and scattering of electrons are modeled in a discrete fashion at random timeinstants.
Furthermore, the model is modified by accounting for the collisions in a "smeared" rather than in discrete
fashion by introducing a frictional force acting on the electrons still concisely accounting for the crosssections of the considered collisions. Application of both the discrete and modified model is shown by
means of a benchmark example from literature, thus, founding the theoretical basis for intended future
optimizations of target erosion in DC magnetron sputtering applications.
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Introduction
Sputtering processes allow formation of thin film depositions on various types of substrates by
continuously eroding material such as molybdenum or tungsten from a target through ion bombardment.
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he latter is u
usually established by a direct currrent (DC) discharge [1] between tw
two electrod
des placed
Th
witthin a reactor operated
d at the requ
uired pressu
ure and sup
pplied by an
n operating gas such as the noble
ga
as argon (Arr) (Fig. 1). The
T target is
s bonded on
nto the cath
hode subjec
cted to a staationary neg
gative electrric
bia
as, whereass the anode
e usually carrying the s ubstrate is grounded.

Fig
gure 1: Schem
matic of a plana
ar DC sputtering magnetron
n [1].

In contrast to other typess of discharg
ges such ass inductive, radio frequ
uency (RF) oor microwav
ve
scharges, th
he plasma within
w
a DC discharge is solely sustained by the
t flux of ssecondary electrons
e
dis
em
mitted from tthe target material
m
upo
on bombard ment by the
e positive gas ions [1], such as Arr+ (Fig. 1).
He
ence, the lattter is respo
onsible both
h for sputterring and con
ntinuously sustaining
s
thhe discharg
ge along witth
the
e cathode b
bias. The ele
ectrons emitted from th
he target arre accelerated by the eelectric field E found
be
etween the e
electrodes through
t
the sheath into
o the plasma region to an energy llevel high enough
e
to
allow for ionizzations of th
he operating
g gas. The ccreated pos
sitive ions in
n turn are acccelerated through
t
the
e
ectric field to
owards the cathode wh
here they sp
putter targe
et atoms and
d trigger seecondary ele
ectron
ele
em
mission (Fig. 1) with a certain
c
prob
bability. Ioni zation requires a certa
ain level of kkinetic energy of the
impinging electron, which
h imposes certain
c
restrrictions onto
o the voltag
ge applied too the cathod
de.
Wiith the mean free path of the electtrons usuallly of approx
ximately the
e same ordeer of magnittude as the
rea
actor size e
electrons ha
ave to be co
onfined to th
he region be
etween the electrodes in order to increase the
e
nu
umber of ion
nizations pe
er electron and
a consequ
uently the sputtering
s
ra
ate. Furtherrmore, electtron
confinement a
allows to op
perate the process
p
at lo
ower pressu
ure reducing
g spurious ((re-)deposittions on the
e
cathode or reactor walls and increas
sing sputterring quality [1]. The mo
ost usual typpe of confin
nement is
pro
ovided throu
ugh a staticc (also termed DC) mag
gnetic field established
d by an arraay of permanent magne
ets
arrranged at th
he back of the
t cathode
e (Fig. 1). W
Within these so called magnetrons
m
the interacttion of the
ele
ectric field a
and magnettic field ‒ us
sually expre
essed in term
ms of the magnetic
m
fluxx density B ‒ at least
confines those electrons emitted fro
om a certain
n region of the
t cathode by forcing them to perform a morre
or less helicall trajectory over
o
the cathode with a drift along
g the E x B direction [1 ], i.e. the diirection
no
ormal to the electric and
d magnetic field. This w
way, the drift direction becomes a geometric design
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parameter for the layout of the electrodes, target and permanent magnet array with axisymmetric and
rectangular designs with curved end sections being most common.
Depending on the shape of the confinement zone target erosion becomes non-uniform in the plane
normal to the drift direction due to inhomogeneous density distribution of electrons able to perform
ionization and consequently inhomogeneous distribution of ion bombardment. This is seen by the
characteristic erosion profiles in sections normal to the drift direction and the characteristic racetracks
found along the latter [2]. On the other hand, inevitable varying magnetic field intensities along the mean
drift direction may lead to undesired cross corner effects occurring due to irregular drift velocity
distribution and ionization probability at the curved end sections of rectangular targets [2].
Thus, as a drawback, target material is only utilized to a certain degree and non-uniform target erosion
becomes a limiting factor. In view of this, various attempts have been made in the past to understand
and study the mechanisms taking place in magnetically enhanced DC discharges and to improve the
design of magnetrons in order to increase target utilization and lifetime. Such attempts are found both in
the experimental and theoretical field by means of appropriate models and their analytical or numerical
solution. On the other hand, modeling of discharges also allows to investigate effects and measure
quantities not directly accessible or measurable by means of experiments.
The present work is motivated by efforts to improve lifetime of rectangular molybdenum targets used
within planar magnetrons similar to the one depicted in Fig. 1. To this end, a numerical model of a
magnetically enhanced DC discharge is developed, which should allow to predict the flux of bombarding
ions which in turn can be used as a proxy for predicting the sputtering rate and consequently target
erosion [3]. Application of the model should then allow for optimization of the magnetron with respect to
increased target lifetime by controlling the magnetic field.

Numerical Methods for Plasma Modeling
Commonly discharges and plasmas are modeled based on either a (i) discrete, (ii) kinetic, or (iii) fluidtype description [4] with various hybrid forms of these basic classes. Discrete and kinetic approaches
describe the plasma on a microscopic scale in terms of individual charged particles, i.e. electrons and
ions, subjected to the Lorentz forces arising from the electromagnetic fields and inter-particle collisions.
Kinetic approaches such as the particle in cell (PIC) method are usually based on a self-consistent
plasma description with the charge density arising from electron and ion densities governing the
underlying electric field which in turn determines the forces acting on the charged particles. In contrast,
discrete approaches ‒ usually implemented by means of Monte Carlo (MC) codes ‒ try to trace a
representative set of charged particles released in stochastic fashion and subjected to electromagnetic
forces from reasonably assumed and imposed rather than self-consistently determined fields.
On the other hand, fluid-type models describe the plasma on a meso-scale based on the Boltzmann's
equation. With the latter being a complicated integro-differential equation in the six-dimensional phase
space (in terms of particle velocities and positions) significant simplifications such as the two-term
approximation [1] need to be made to solve for it. This allows to describe the plasma as a fluid defined in
terms of electron density and mean electron density fields using meso-type constitutive properties
(diffusivity and mobility) derived from an underlying electron energy distribution function (EEDF) [1, 4].
Fluid-type descriptions are usually based on finite element (FEM) or finite volume methods and allow to
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ccount for a fully self-co
onsistent de
escription. In
n order to re
esolve the commonly
c
oobserved stteep gradien
nts
ac
of the fields ra
ather fine discretization
ns by eleme
ents or cells
s, respective
ely, are requuired rende
ering solutio
ons
forr three-dime
ensional pro
oblems com
mputationallyy quite expe
ensive. In addition,
a
for magnetically enhance
ed
dis
scharges co
onstitutive properties
p
become anissotropic with
h the magne
etic cross-fiield diffusivity governed
d
by
y the magne
etic flux density [4]. Witth the latter differing fro
om the strea
amline diffuusivity by se
everal orderss
of magnitude,, numerical stability ma
ay be becom
me negative
ely affected.
In view of these drawbaccks, discrete
e plasma de
escriptions are still very
y attractive to use and besides alllow
m
framework.
f
forr a rather intuitive interrpretation off results in a classical mechanics

Discrete Mo
odel for Trrajectories
s of Energ
getic Electtrons Undergoing C
Collisions With
Ne
eutrals
Th
he model de
eveloped an
nd implemented in the present work is based on such a ddiscrete approach in
spirit of the classical worrk of Sherida
an and cow
workers [3]. Without loss of generaality the mod
del is
pre
esented by considering
g an idealized represen
ntation of th
he axisymm
metric planarr magnetron
n studied byy
the
e same auth
hors [5] as depicted
d
in Fig. 2 (for ssimplicity sh
hown upside down as ccompared to
t Fig. 1). The
lattter consistss of a coppe
er cathode of
o app. 108 mm in diam
meter servin
ng also as a target plac
ced above an
a
arrray of permanent magn
nets coaxially arranged
d around a central cylin
ndrical perm
manent mag
gnet. The
central magne
et and the outer
o
magne
et array are
e connected
d using an irron pole plaate. Argon (A
Ar) is used as
ba
ackground g
gas.

Fig
gure 2: Sketch
h of the axisym
mmetric planarr magnetron sttudied by [3, 5]
5 and used as
s a benchmarkk for the prese
ent work.

Ele
ectromagn
netic Fields
s
Fo
or the descrribed discrette model we
eak couplin
ng between the electrom
magnetic fieelds E and B and the
mo
otion of cha
arged particles is consid
dered. Hen ce, these fields are assumed or ssolved for independentlly
of the orbits o
of charged particles
p
butt are used tto drive the latter.
Th
he electric field E = E·ẑẑ = -d/dz is
s assumed to act along
g the axial direction
d
z ≥ 0, i.e. in direction
no
ormal to and
d above the target surfa
ace. The pla
asma is con
nsidered to be neutral in an avera
age sense with
w
eq
qual numberr density of electrons ne and ions n i, i.e. ne = ni = n0, and separated from the ca
athode
surface by a ssheath. The
e potential (z) across the sheath is describe
ed in analytiical fashion by means of
o
m
n of the classsical Child's law as pro
roposed in [6]. The she
eath is assu med to be connected
c
t
to
a modification
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p
w
within the plasma chara
acterized byy a constan
nt electric fie
eld acceleraating positiv
vely charged
d
a presheath
ion
ns into the ssheath. The
e potential drop
d
across the preshe
eath is usually negligibl e as compa
ared to the
on
ne across th
he sheath. The
T model is
s described
d in non-dim
mensional fa
ashion [6] ussing the catthode bias w,
the
e approxima
ate numberr density n0, the Mach n
number Ma, and an es
stimate for thhe potential drop in the
e
pre
esheath as its parametters. For the
e present ca
ase a catho
ode bias of w = -400 V
V, a value quite
q
commo
on
forr magnetron
n DC discha
arges [1], is assumed a
according to
o [3]. The electron and ion numbe
er density,
10
-3
res
spectively, iin the plasm
ma are assu
umed as n0 = 2·10 cm
m resulting
g in a Debyee length and
d sheath
thickness of a
app. 0.1 mm
m and 2.9 mm,
m respectiively.
Th
he neutral number denssity N in the
e reactor ca
an be estima
ated using the
t ideal gaas law N = p/(k·T)
p
with k
de
enoting the B
Boltzmann constant. At
A room tem perature (T
T = 293.15 K)
K and a preessure of p = 1 Pa
14
-3
(≈ 7.5 mTorr) this yields N ≈ 2.47·10
0 cm and
d an ionization degree typical for w
weakly ioniz
zed plasmass
-5
of ni /N ≈ 8·10
0 .
Wiith respect tto the magn
netic field H and the ma
agnetic flux
x density B axisymmetr
a
ric fields witth vanishing
g
az
zimuthal com
mponents H = B = 0 are
a assume
ed. Hence, the
t static magnetic
m
fiel d can be so
olved for byy
me
eans of the finite eleme
ent method using a two
o-dimension
nal model within
w
the rzz-plane (Fig. 3a). The
no
ominal rema
anence of th
he permane
ent magnetss is calibrate
ed in order to
t obtain a fflux density
y magnitude
e of
24
45 G at r = 1
17 mm on th
he cathode surface (Fig
g. 3b) comp
parable to the values reeported in [3]
[ and [5]. For
F
the
e array of outer permanent magne
ets the rema
anence is re
educed acc
cording to thhe solid frac
ction
ac
ccounting fo
or the gaps between
b
the
e individual bar magne
ets. From the shape of the magnetic field lines
shown in Fig. 3a and the
e magnetic flux
f
density distribution
n over the ca
athode surfface in Fig. 3b it can be
e
seen that at r ≈ 19 mm th
he magnetic
c field beco mes paralle
el (Bz = 0) to
o the cathodde surface which
w
is
em
mpirically kn
nown to be the
t location
n of maximu
um erosion [2].
[

Fig
gure 3: Compu
uted static mag
gnetic field: (a
a) contours of magnetic flux density norm (in G) and maagnetic field lines (at
equidistant distribution over cathode surface), (b ) magnetic flux density distrribution over ccathode surfac
ce z = 0.

Eq
quation of M
Motion of Charged
C
Pa
articles
A charged
c
pa
article of ma
ass m and charge q is ssubjected to
o the Lorenttz forces froom the electric field E
an
nd the magn
netic flux de
ensity B exp
pressed by tthe equation of motion
a = q/m·(E + v x B)

(1)
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with a = d2x/dt2 and v = dx/dt as the particle acceleration and velocity vector, respectively. For given
electric and magnetic fields the position x(t) of a charged particle can be solved for as a function of time t
by means of numerical integration of the ordinary differential equation (ODE) (1). It is noteworthy that
due to the magnetic term in (1) a charged particle experiences an azimuthal force even for axisymmetric
electromagnetic fields with vanishing azimuthal components E = B = 0.
Equation (1) can be analyzed independently both for electrons (q = -e; m = 1 me) and positive Ar+ ions
(q = +e; m = 40 u ≈ 72,915 me) with appropriate initial conditions: For the electrons initial positions can
be assumed on the cathode surface z(t = 0) = 0 according to the primary mechanism of electron
generation as a consequence of ion bombardment of the cathode surface, whereas Ar+ ions are primarily
generated in the plasma, i.e. z(t = 0) > d with d as the sheath thickness. Inserting the electromagnetic
fields given in the previous section into (1) it can be seen that electrons will swirl in more or less helical
orbits above the cathode and about the axis of the magnetron, whereas the heavy Ar+ ions are hard to
magnetize [3]: Their response to the magnetic field is negligible and they almost travel along the electric
field lines, i.e. normally onto the cathode surface without significant radial and azimuthal displacement.
The different response can be explained by the difference in the gyro radii of electrons and ions:
whereas for electrons the gyro radius is in the range of a few millimeters, it is in the range of meters for
the ions under the given magnetic field.
From this it can be concluded that the radial and azimuthal position of an ionization event
e + Ar → 2e + Ar+ taking place in the plasma will also determine the respective later position of the Ar+
ion hitting the cathode and consequently the position of probable sputtering and secondary electron
emission. Furthermore, it can be observed that most of the electron orbits are not ideally helical since
their gyro radius of a few mm is of the same order of magnitude as the characteristic length of the
electromagnetic field [3].
Depending on the initial position of electrons on the cathode surface one can see that some electrons
are lost after a short time, whereas others are confined by the electric and magnetic fields, which allows
them to perform a large number of ionizations [3]. Hence, one can conclude that a higher density of
ionization events will take place within a well established confinement zone and consequently higher
sputtering and target erosion rates will be found right below this region.
Equation (1) describes the motion of charged particles without consideration of inter-particle collisions
such as the ones occurring between electrons, between electrons and ions as well as between electrons
and neutrals. Electron-ion collisions [3] and electron-electron collisions [7] usually can be neglected for
weakly ionized plasmas because of the low electron and ion density (as compared to the one of neutrals)
leading to a rather low probability for these collisions to take place. Consequently, in a further step the
discrete model is enhanced in order to account for collisions between electrons and neutrals, i.e. Ar
atoms. This not only allows to resolve representative discrete positions of ionization events but also
provides a mechanism for scattering of electrons out of the confinement after a finite time that otherwise
would be indefinitely be trapped within this region [3], which would be physically questionable.
For the present model the following electron-neutral collisions as summarized in Table I are taken into
account: elastic collisions, excitations, and ionizations, whereas others such as superelastic scattering,
two-step, and penning ionizations are neglected [3]. Besides reducing the kinetic energy and velocity
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magnitude of the impinging electron the collisions lead to scattering of the electrons, i.e. to a change of
the velocity direction vector. The energy loss depends on the type of collision: for ionization of ground
state Ar it amounts to 15.8 eV plus the kinetic energy of the secondary released electron; for excitation it
depends on the level of energy to which the Ar atom is excited (11.5 - 15.8 eV); for elastic scattering it is
proportional to the mass ratio of the electron and the Ar atom, which is me/M ≈ 1.37·10-5. According to
classical collision theory collisions are characterized by differential cross-sections dc/d [1] (in units of
area/steradian) serving as a measure for the probability of a given collision to take place and to scatter
the impinging electron to a particular angle . The differential cross-sections are different for each type of
collision and depend on the kinetic energy of the impinging electron. Integration of the differential crosssection yields the integrated cross-section c (in units of area) serving as a measure for a particular
collision to take place. From summation of the integrated cross-sections c,i over all i = 1, …, P types of
collisions the total collision cross-section  is obtained.
From the above analysis of collisionless orbits of charged particles it can be concluded that it is sufficient
to know the ionization positions in order to determine the sputtering and erosion locations. Hence, this
allows to solely trace the electrons' orbits based on (1) with considering the collisions as discontinuities
in the velocity vector v. To this end, within the model collision events are triggered at random time
instants for all electrons under consideration rather than modeling a "physical" collision between an
electron and a neutral. Collisions are triggered by comparing random numbers ‒ sampled for all
electrons for each time step used for numerical integration of (1) ‒ to the probability per time step of a
collision to occur. The latter is continuously computed from the total cross-section of the electron based
on its kinetic energy. If a collision is found to take place, the collision type is determined using another
random number compared to the relative probability of each collision type. The colliding electron's
velocity vector v in equation (1) is then reinitialized according to the energy loss corresponding to the
particular type of collision and scattering angle . The latter is determined from a third random number
that is compared to the relative probability for a particular angle based on the differential cross-section
dc/d The latter are taken as the ones for elastic scattering given in [8] and are assumed to be
approximately valid in a relative sense for all three types of collisions [3]. Individual integrated crosssections c for the considered collisions are taken from [9]. Energy losses due to the inelastic collisions
are assumed to be constant and taken as the respective threshold energies (see Table I). If a particular
electron undergoes an ionization collision, its current position representing the spatial ionization location
is stored and used to update statistical quantities such as the corresponding mean value and standard
deviation.

Table I: Types of collisions considered within the discrete electron model

type of collision

formula

elastic scattering

e + Ar → e + Ar

excitation
ionization

e + Ar → e + Ar

threshold energy [eV]
0
*

e + Ar → 2e + Ar

11.5
+

15.8
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Implementation
The presented model is implemented in spirit of the concepts of Monte Carlo codes using the scientific
computation environment Comsol Multiphysics [4] which allows to model the entire problem within a
single framework: using its finite element capabilities the magnetic field and flux density B are solved for
using a discretization of the magnetostatic problem in an axisymmetric domain within a first analysis step
(see also Fig. 3), whereas the electric field E is prescribed according to the improved Child's law as a
parameterized analytical function. Equation of motion (1) is implemented using the capabilities of the
software in solving ODEs providing different time stepping schemes. This way, the trajectories of an
arbitrary large set of me electrons are computed over a series of an arbitrary number of transient runs
mrun. Time stepping for each run is achieved using an implicit BDF time stepping scheme [4] with a
maximum step size of 50 ps over a maximum period of 2.5 s [3]. Electrons leaving the computational
domain and electrons of very low kinetic energy are set inactive with their orbits not further traced.
For each run electrons are released from the cathode surface in a random fashion accounting for the
probability of the radial position of ion bombardment and secondary electron emission. To this end, a
probability density function for the radial coordinate of electron emission is defined, which is constantly
updated according to the positions of the ionizations having occurred so far. The probability density
function has to be initialized for the first run (either based on an initial guess from a priori knowledge or
simply based on a uniform distribution function) and considers the ionization statistics from all preceding
runs for each of the subsequent ones. Experience from application of the model shows that the statistical
measures converge quite fast such that an initial guess of particular quality is not required.
The present implementation is very flexible in terms of the choice for the size me of the electron set and
the number of consecutive runs mrun. In practice, choosing appropriate values becomes a trade-off
between desired accuracy and required run-time. Setting me = 1 and mrun to an arbitrary integer in fact
yields the scheme adopted in [3] tracing one electron at a time. Experience from application of the
model, however, reveals that the cost for the time stepping procedure scales less than linearly in the
number of electrons per run. Hence, it appears to be more economic ‒ still at the same accuracy ‒ to
account for a significantly larger number of electrons used in a reduced number of consecutive runs. For
example, for the axisymmetric magnetron under consideration it appears practical to assume me = 100
and 5 ≤ mrun ≤ 10.

Results
Exemplary orbits of ten electrons (for the sake of clarity sampled from the considered set of me = 100
electrons) are shown in Fig. 4 projected onto the rz-plane (top) and r-plane (bottom). Orbits are given
over an initial period of 0.1 s for the first three runs mrun = 1…3 (from left to right). For the first run (left)
uniform probability density for secondary electron emission over the radial coordinate of the cathode
surface is assumed, whereas an updated function is used for the consecutive runs. Initial positions of
electrons are indicated by square symbols, whereas the current positions (or the positions of rest of
inactive electrons) are given by circles. It is clearly seen that electron emission density converges rapidly
reducing the probability for emission of unconfined electrons: Within the first run (left) 50% of the
electrons have left the computational domain after just 0.1 s since being unconfined by the
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ectromagne
etic fields, whereas
w
with
hin the third
d run (right) all electron
ns are still a ctive. None
etheless, the
ey
ele
willl be scatterred out of th
he confinem
ment due to collisions during
d
furthe
er run-time, thus, gradu
ually reducing
the
e number off active elecctrons. Som
me kinks in e
electron trajjectories (best seen in their r-pla
ane
pro
ojections in Fig. 4) indicate first co
ollision even
nts accompanied by ob
bvious scatttering. For the
t seventh
h
run
n (not show
wn) app. 30%
% of the ele
ectrons are still active after
a
a perio
od of 2.5 s , however, only about
7%
% of the initiial electron population is capable to perform ionizations having a kinnetic energy greater th
han
the
e ionization threshold energy
e
of 15
5.8 eV.

Fig
gure 4: Electro
on orbits for ten randomly se
elected electro
ons over an initial period of 0.1 s for the first three run
ns (from left to
right) in rz-plane (top)) and r-plane
e (bottom) with
h initial and current positions
s (or positionss of rest of inac
ctive electronss)
indicated by square and
a circle symbols, respectivvely.

Ion
nization possitions are stored
s
in a cumulative
c
ffashion ove
er all runs and classifieed in a two-d
dimensional
his
stogram dom
main in the rz-plane an
nd in integra
ated fashion
n over the zz and r-direection in one
e-dimension
nal
his
stograms along the rad
dial coordina
ate of the ca
athode surfface and the
e magnetroon axis, resp
pectively. Fo
or
the
e histogram
ms bins of 1 mm width are
a used.
Fig
g. 5a depictts the cumu
ulative numb
ber of ioniza
ation events
s in the rz-p
plane normaalized using
g the
ma
aximum value as obtained after se
even runs e
each with 10
00 electrons
s. The maxiimum ioniza
ation densitty
is found
f
in the
e interval r = [19, 20] mm,
m i.e. at th
he position of vanishing
g axial com
mponent of th
he magneticc
flux density Bz = 0 (cf. Fig
g. 3b), and z = [2, 3] m
mm, i.e. right above the sheath, whhere electro
ons exhibit
ma
aximum kinetic energy after been accelerated
d through th
he sheath. In Figs. 5b aand 5c resp
pective
no
ormalized histograms fo
or the ioniza
ation locatio
ons along th
he r- and z-a
axis are givven, again revealing the
e
loc
cation of ma
aximum ionization dens
sity. The no
ormalized ra
adial ionizattion densityy profile exhibits its mea
an
value at r = 19
9.2 mm with
h a standard deviation of ±3.6 mm
m after seve
en runs. It shhould be no
oted that the
e
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atistical mea
asures convverge quite fast with th
he ones obta
ained after the very firsst run found
d within
sta
±0
0.02 mm tole
erance.
As
s already me
entioned, th
he radial ion
nization den
nsity profile can be con
nsidered as a qualitativ
ve
rep
presentation
n for target erosion. Th
hus, it can b
be conclude
ed that maximum targeet erosion will
w take placce
at r ≈ 19 mm, which corre
elates well to the shap
pe of the ma
agnetic field shown in F
Fig. 3b and the
res
spective em
mpirical obse
ervation [2] mentioned above.

Fig
gure 5: Resultss obtained from
m model with discrete collissions: normaliz
zed ionization density (a) in rz-plane, (b) along radial
coordina
ate over catho
ode surface, (c
c) along magn
netron axis.

Th
he results sh
hown in Fig. 5 perfectly
y agree to th
he numerical results given in [3], w
where also an
ex
xperimentally measured
d erosion prrofile is give
en for the pa
articular ma
agnetron.

Mo
odified Dis
screte Mo
odel
Th
he model sh
hown in the previous se
ection mosttly follows th
he approach
h proposed by Sherida
an and
coworkers [3] and the pre
esent imple
ementation w
within Comsol Multiphy
ysics [4] is rreliable as can
c be seen
n
fro
om the perfe
ect agreeme
ent of the re
esults. None
etheless, ev
ven though this implem
mentation is already
tun
ned ‒ by me
eans of app
propriate choices for th
he size of the electron population
p
aand the num
mber of runss ‒
it still
s suffers ffrom the dissadvantage of being co
omputationa
ally rather expensive
e
inn order to ob
btain the
de
esired accurracy. Thoug
gh this is of minor impo
ortance for studying
s
the
e mechanism
ms in a give
en setting, it
ma
akes the pre
esent appro
oach less atttractive for studying de
esign variattions of the magnetron, for instancce,
in order to opttimize targe
et utilization
n.
He
ence, within
n the following an altern
native appro
oach is prop
posed which allows forr shorter run
n times and
d its
ap
pplication to parametricc studies. To
o this end, tthe model shown
s
in the
e previous ssection is modified
m
in th
hat
collisions are not conside
ered as disc
crete eventss taking pla
ace at rando
om time insttants and re
epresented by
reiinitializing th
he electron''s velocity vector
v
v. Insstead they are
a accounted for by a frictional fo
orce
continuously a
acting on th
he electron with its mag
gnitude exp
pressed in te
erms of the total collision crosssection. To th
his end, equ
uation (1) is modified ass
a = q/m
m·(E + v x B)
B ‒v

(2)

witth the collission frequen
ncy  expres
ssed in term
ms of the ne
eutral number density N and the to
otal collision
n
cro
oss-section  = f(|v|) as
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 = N  |v|.
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(3)

Note that the frictional term in (2) acts parallel and in opposite direction to the current velocity vector of
the electron. Hence, it tends to reduce the electron's velocity but does not allow to change its direction of
motion. Consequently, scattering of electrons cannot be considered. This, however, is only of minor
concern since equation (2) should be interpreted as an average trajectory of an infinite number of
electrons having the same initial conditions ‒ in particular being emitted at the same radial position from
the cathode surface ‒ rather than representing the orbit of a single electron. Since each of these
electrons will experience collisions at different time instants and positions along its trajectory,
equation (2) can be considered to describe an envelope over the infinite number of electrons.
Solving for equation (2) rather than for (1) together with discrete collisions events exhibits the advantage
that the time stepping procedure does not have to be stopped and re-initialization of the ODE to be
performed from time to time. Furthermore, continuous sampling of random numbers and their
comparison to probabilities becomes obsolete. This offers significant advantages in terms of
computational performance and still guarantees acceptable accuracy. However, with collisions not
explicitly resolved, locations of ionizations and ion bombardment on the cathode surface cannot be
directly determined anymore. As a remedy rate equations are solved onto the same discretization used
for ionization counting for the model with discrete collisions. Thus, histogram classes are now used as
spatial finite element discretizations (with discontinuous finite elements using a single integration point)
where relative probabilities for ionization events are integrated over all electrons currently found within a
particular element. This way, probabilities for ionization within a particular spatial interval are determined
which over the entire domain can be interpreted as ionization density distributions.
Application of the modified model shows that most of the qualitative features of the radial and axial
ionization profiles are resolved in almost the same fashion as by the model based on discrete collision
events (Fig. 6). In particular, the mean value and standard deviation for the radial ionization positions are
found to be 19.2 ± 3.2 mm. Hence, the position of the maximum ionization density and erosion rate are
accurately resolved by the model, however, the radial extend is somewhat underestimated as indicated
by the slightly lower standard deviation as can be seen from the somewhat narrower profile in Fig. 6a.
This can be explained by the inability of the modified model to resolve scattering of electrons which
otherwise allows electrons to step-by-step leave their confinement and perform at least some ionizations
outside the latter. Despite of this circumstance the modified model yields reasonable results that can be
obtained within a fraction of the run time required for the model based on discrete collision events. Thus,
the model appears to be a suitable means to quickly study design modifications of a magnetron, for
instance, in order to perform a required optimization. If an optimal configuration is found using the
modified model, the refined model based on discrete collision events can then be applied for verification
purposes.
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Fig
gure 6: Resultss obtained from
m modified mo
odel: normalizzed ionization density (a) alo
ong radial cooordinate over cathode
c
surfacce,
(b) along
g magnetron axis.
a

Th
his would re
equire only a single run for a set off electrons with
w initial conditions
c
foor the electrron emissio
on
pro
obability fun
nction as ob
btained from
m the modifiied model.

Su
ummary
A numerical
n
m
model for studying the mechanism
ms within ma
agnetically enhanced
e
ddirect curren
nt (DC)
dis
scharges is implemente
ed. Such discharges a
are employe
ed in planar magnetronns widely us
sed in industry
forr sputtering and deposition of metals ‒ such a
as the refra
actory metals molybdennum or tung
gsten ‒ onto
o
various substrates. Thou
ugh allowing
g to be operrated at rela
atively low pressure
p
‒ tthis way red
ducing
spurious (re-))depositionss on the cathode and o
other walls ‒ sputtering processess in magnetrrons are
characterized
d by rather non-uniform
n
m target erossion and low
w target utilization.
Th
he model im
mplemented in the present work aim
ms at study
ying target erosion
e
andd at increasing target
utilization. To this end, a model similar to the o ne propose
ed by Sherid
dan and cow
workers [3] and
forrmulated in the spirit off a discrete Monte Carl
rlo approach
h is impleme
ented withinn a commerrcial scientiffic
computation e
environmen
nt. The model resolves trajectories
s of high energetic elecctrons emittted at the
cathode surfa
ace with collisions takin
ng place at d
discrete ran
ndom time-instants. Loocations of ionization
collisions are stored and considered
d to represe
ent the locattions of ion bombardm ent, target erosion,
e
and
secondary ele
ectron emisssion after projection
p
on
nto the cath
hode surface along thee electric field lines.

Fo
or verificatio
on purposess the presen
nt implemen
ntation is tes
sted using the
t referencce problem studied by
Sh
heridan and coworkers [3]. Perfectt agreemen
nt with the re
eference results is achhieved. Sinc
ce despite of
o
some tuning b
being comp
putationally rather expe
ensive the model
m
is modified in thaat collisions are
considered byy means of a frictional force ‒ actiing on the electrons
e
an
nd accountinng for the in
ntegrated
cro
oss-sections as a functtion of kinettic energy ‒ rather than
n in discrete
e manner. T
This way, pe
erformance of
the
e model is ssignificantlyy increased still at acce
eptable accu
uracy. Thou
ugh the propposed modiification
rep
presents a ssimplificatio
on it appearrs to be welll suited for studying
s
de
esign modifiications of magnetrons
m
s.
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